Dear Ms. Mass:

The enclosed documents were reviewed under the Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA), Title 5, United States Code, Section 552/552a. Deletions have been made to protect information which is exempt from disclosure, with the appropriate exemptions noted on the page next to the excision. In addition, a deleted page information sheet was inserted in the file to indicate where pages were withheld entirely. The exemptions used to withhold information are marked below and explained on the enclosed Explanation of Exemptions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section 552</th>
<th>Section 552a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(b)(1)</td>
<td>(d)(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(2)</td>
<td>(j)(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(3)</td>
<td>(k)(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(4)</td>
<td>(k)(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(5)</td>
<td>(k)(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
<td>(k)(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 USC 3024(i)(1)</td>
<td>(k)(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(7)(A)</td>
<td>(k)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(7)(B)</td>
<td>(k)(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(7)(C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(7)(D)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(7)(E)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(7)(F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

170 pages were reviewed and 47 pages are being released.

Document(s) were located which originated with, or contained information concerning other Government agency(ies) [OGA]. This information has been:

- referred to the OGA for review and direct response to you.
- referred to the OGA for consultation. The FBI will correspond with you regarding this information when the consultation is finished.

In accordance with standard FBI practice and pursuant to FOIA exemption (b)(7)(E) and Privacy Act exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. § 552/552a (b)(7)(E)/(j)(2)], this response neither confirms nor denies the existence of your subject's name on any watch lists.
For your information, Congress excluded three discrete categories of law enforcement and national security records from the requirements of the FOIA. See 5 U.S. C. § 552(c) (2006 & Supp. IV (2010)). This response is limited to those records that are subject to the requirements of the FOIA. This is a standard notification that is given to all our requesters and should not be taken as an indication that excluded records do, or do not, exist. Enclosed for your information is a copy of the Explanation of Exemptions.

☐ You have the right to appeal any denials in this release. Appeals should be directed in writing to the Director, Office of Information Policy (OIP), U.S. Department of Justice, 1425 New York Ave., NW, Suite 11050, Washington, D.C. 20530-0001, or you may submit an appeal through OIP’s eFOIA portal at http://www.justice.gov/oip/efoia-portal.html.

Your appeal must be received by OIP within sixty (60) days from the date of this letter in order to be considered timely. The envelope and the letter should be clearly marked “Freedom of Information Appeal.” Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so that it may be easily identified.

☐ The enclosed material is from the main investigative file(s) in which the subject(s) of your request was the focus of the investigation. Our search located additional references, in files relating to other individuals, or matters, which may or may not be about your subject(s). Our experience has shown when ident, references usually contain information similar to the information processed in the main file(s). Because of our significant backlog, we have given priority to processing only the main investigative file(s). If you want the references, you must submit a separate request for them in writing, and they will be reviewed at a later date, as time and resources permit.

☐ See additional information which follows.

Sincerely,

David M. Hardy
Section Chief
Record/Information Dissemination Section
Records Management Division

Enclosures - 2

In response to your clients' Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA) requests, submitted to the San Francisco Field Office and Records Management Division, Winchester, Virginia, and their subsequent civil action case pending in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California, styled, Dennis Joseph Raimondo, aka Justin Raimondo and Eric Anthony Garris v. Federal Bureau of Investigation, Civil Action No. 3:13-cv-02295, enclosed is one (1) compact disc containing cross-reference material. No “main” investigative files pertaining to “www.Antiwar.com,” “Dennis Joseph Raimondo,” aka “Justin Raimondo,” or “Eric Anthony Garris” were located. The cross-reference material contained in this release comprise mentions of “www.Antiwar.com,” “Dennis Joseph Raimondo,” aka “Justin Raimondo,” or “Eric Anthony Garris” as references within files about other subjects or individuals. Additional pages have been included to provide context. These context pages precede or follow the responsive cross-references pages where necessary to provide context to those pages where “www.Antiwar.com,” “Dennis Joseph Raimondo,” aka “Justin Raimondo,” or “Eric Anthony Garris” are mentioned. When pages also contained information about other subject matters or individuals, the notation “Outside the Scope” was also made in addition to applicable FOIA exemptions.

The enclosed documents Bates Stamped Antiwar-1 through Antiwar-170 represent the 1st interim release of information responsive to the referenced requests and civil action case.

The enclosed documents responsive to your request are exempt from disclosure in their entirety pursuant to the Privacy Act, Title 5, United States Code, Section 552(a), subsection (j)(2). However, these records have been processed pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, Title 5, United States Code, Section 552, thereby affording you the greatest degree of access authorized by both laws.

To minimize costs to both you and the FBI, duplicate copies of the same document were not processed. This material is being provided to you at no charge.
EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552

(b)(1) (A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order;

(b)(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency;

(b)(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld;

(b)(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential;

(b)(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with the agency;

(b)(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy;

(b)(7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records or information (A) could be reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, (B) would deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudication, (C) could be reasonably expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, (D) could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any private institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, (E) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or (F) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any individual;

(b)(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or

(b)(9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells.

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a

(d)(5) information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding;

(j)(2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control, or reduce crime or apprehend criminals;

(k)(1) information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest of the national defense or foreign policy, for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods;

(k)(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or privilege under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence;

(k)(3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual pursuant to the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056;

(k)(4) required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records;

(k)(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence;

(k)(6) testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government service he release of which would compromise the testing or examination process;

(k)(7) material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence.
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Synopsis: To report information received
Details: SA

Outside the Scope
To: Counterterrorism From: St. Louis
Re: 266A-SL-186796, 09/22/2005
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Outside the Scope
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE
Date: 04/30/2004

To: Counterterrorism

Attn: ITOS I/ CONUS I/ Team 3
Attn: SSA
Attn: OS

New York
Philadelphia
St. Louis
San Francisco

From: Newark
GMRA2
Contact: IA

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

(U) Case ID #: (G) 315B-NK-C66934 (Pending) 270
(A) 315N-NK-C98832 (Pending) 456 (S) b1
(U) 315B-NK-102585-EL6 (Pending) 305 (S) b3

(U) Title: (X) IT-Pakistan

(S) IT UBL/AL QAEDA


(S) Derived From: C-3

Administrative: (X) This document contains information obtained under the authority of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA), 50 U.S.C., Section 1801. Such FISA derived information shall not be used in any criminal proceeding, including grand

SECRET
To: Counterterrorism  From: Newark
Re: 315B-NK-C86934, 04/30/2004

jury proceedings and warrant affidavits, without the express written approval of the Attorney General of the United States. FISA derived information concerning any U.S. Person may not be disseminated to a foreign government without prior Attorney General approval.

Enclosure(s): There are eleven enclosures attached to this assessment. They are as follows: (1) an untitled Excel spreadsheet, 22 pages, dated 10/03/2001; (2) a copy of a document written in Italian with the 22 page FBI Suspect List, dated 05/22/2002; (3) a Lexis Nexis business summary on antiwar.com; (4) five news articles downloaded from Lexis Nexis; (5) three Internet postings.

Details: An electronic communication from the Counterterrorism, NTCS/TWWU to all field offices, dated 03/24/2004, advised that the post-9/11 "watch list," "Project Lookout," was posted on the Internet and may contain the names of individuals of active investigative interest. Different versions of these lists may be found on the Internet. This assessment was conducted on the findings discovered on www.antiwar.com.

While conducting research on the Internet, an untitled spreadsheet, dated 10/03/2001, was discovered on website www.antiwar.com under antiwar.com/justin/finnlist.pdf. This spreadsheet contained names, DOBs, SSANs, addresses and other columns. The last column labeled as ID contained numbers which

On 10/03/2001, information was disseminated to all field offices by the Counterterrorism Unit as Priority on Information Control Forms (ICF). The names contained on this untitled Excel spreadsheet

The antiwar.com website describes itself as a sounding board of interest to all who are concerned about U.S. foreign policy and its implications. It also states that antiwar.com has become the Internet newspaper of records for a growing international movement, the central locus of opposition to a new imperialism that masks its ambitions in the rhetoric of human rights, humanitarianism, freedom from terror and global democracy. It also describes itself as a non-profit group that survives on generous contributions from its readers. The Managing Editor is listed as Eric Garris, and the Editorial Director is listed as Justin Raimondo.

SECRET 2

Antiwar-58
To: Counterterrorism  From: Newark
Re: 315B-NK-C86934, 04/30/2004

A search of the Universal Index (UNI) revealed

A search of UNI for www.antiwar.com was negative.

A scan of the Electronic Case File (ECF) revealed numerous documents for Eric Garris, Justin Raimondo and antiwar.com.

[Yellow Highlight: A Referral/Consult Counterintelligence Unit dated 01/07/2002, San Francisco ICF indicated that a written contact was received from Eric Garris (ECARRIS@ANTIWAR.COM) on 09/12/2001 at 8:48 AM. The event was documented as a threat by Garris to hack the FBI website.]

File 65T-HQ-1427774 serial 26, dated 04/14/2004, from the Counterintelligence Unit CD-4E/11869 to the Washington Field Office furnished Washington Field with information received by the

SECRET

Antiwar-59
To: Counterterrorism
From: Newark
Re: 315B-NK-C86934, 04/30/2004

Re: 31SB-NK-C86934, 04/30/2004 Referral/Consult

File 31SM-SL-188252 serial 152, dated 11/17/2003,

that he was in possession of a document which was written in Italian. This document specified that he was a suspect on an FBI list. The document contained social security number, date of birth and two previous addresses. was listed as on a list dated 05/22/2002. This document can be found at www.antiwar.com/justin/CI-08-02.pdf.

This serial also restated the information contained in serial 152 regarding the document found on www.antiwar.com.

File 31SN-SL-188252 serial 176, dated 12/27/2003,

is a LHM for

file dated 05/21/2002, indicated that wrote a page length article reporting on the magnitude and value of American military and economic assistance to Israel. reported in detail on all types of assistance to Israel citing one of his sources of information as www.antiwar.com.

File dated 11/13/2002, regarded a peaceful protest at the main gate of RAF Fairford, UK, on 11/09/2002. The protesters handed out several articles during the protest. One article referred to suspected Israeli spies being held by U.S. authorities since the terrorist attacks in the U.S. The article was from an Internet web page, dated 12/12/2001, entitled "Suspected Israeli Spies Held by U.S." An insert at the bottom of the page provided a website, www.antiwar.com, where more information could be obtained on the suspected Israeli spies.

File 100A-PG-67150-302 serial 970, dated 10/03/2002, indicated that during a Western Regional Conference of the National Alliance Sacramento Unit (NASU), a member
To: Counterterrorism From: Newark

Re: 315B-NK-C86934, 04/30/2004

Discussed a website, antiwar.com. This individual told NASU members to educate themselves about the Middle East conflict.

File 174A-LA-234485 serial 55, dated 11/10/2003, indicated that on 10/27/2003, a special agent reviewed the computer hard drives seized during the investigation. The review of two hard drives revealed visits to many websites between 07/25/2002 and 06/15/2003. One of the websites listed was antiwar.com.

File documented dated 02/05/2003,

There are four FISA derived references located at Newark. They are 315B-NK-102595-EL6 serials 65, 71, 72 and 80.

A search of DMV indicated that Eric Anthony Garris, DOB: [redacted], HEIGHT: 5'10", WEIGHT: 200, HAIR: Brown, EYES: Brown, ADDRESS: [redacted], possesses driver's license number [redacted]. This license has expired as of [redacted]; however, the status is still listed as valid-RBMS.

A CCH search for Eric Anthony Garris was negative.
A search of Dun and Bradstreet (D&B) revealed that Eric Garris was once associated to Gannett Co. Inc. (DE), formerly Jobson Publishing LLC and also known as Nurseweek Publishing.

One business summary was located on D&B listed to Antiwww Co., with no further information available.

A search of Lexis Nexis for antiwar.com revealed a California fictitious business name for antiwar.com, 851 Burlway Rd., #202, Burlingame, CA 94010. The filing date was 10/23/2000. The business description was listed as advertising-computer with a contact name of

A search of telephone number, the contact telephone number posted on www.antiwar.com, is listed to Eric Garris at Sunnyvale, CA. This telephone number was negative on

A search of for was negative.
To: Counterterrorism
From: Newark
Re: 315B-NK-C86934, 04/30/2004

A search of Lexis Nexis for Justin Raimondo with a
DOB of [REDACTED] revealed an address of [REDACTED]
as of 07/13/2001.

A DMV (CA) search for Justin Raimondo was negative.
A CCH search for Justin Raimondo was negative.
A D&B search for Justin Raimondo was negative.
A search for [REDACTED] was negative.
A search for [REDACTED] was negative.

A search of the News and Business Section located in Lexis Nexis revealed numerous articles regarding Eric Garris, Justin Raimondo and www.antiwar.com. Six articles were selected for inclusion in this assessment.

The Boston Globe, dated 10/13/2002, stated that in August 2001, Raimondo published an article in Pravada in which he dismissed the idea that "America is a civilized country," and, referring to World War II, maintained that "the wrong side won the war in the Pacific." As for Israel, Raimondo continued to proclaim the myth that "Israel had foreknowledge of 9/11."

U.S. Newswire, dated 11/04/2002, posted "It's Definitely Not Your Father's Anti-War Movement: Antiwar.com Provides News and Commentary From All Parts Of The Political Spectrum." This article focuses on the editorial comments of Eric Garris.

MSNBC, dated 01/03/2003, HEADLINE: Buchanan and Press For January 3, 2003, listed Justin Raimondo as one of the guest speakers. HIGHLIGHT: Asian policy expert speculates on Kim Jong Il's possible motives. A representative of the anti-war movement discusses why war in the Persian Gulf is not inevitable.

The Argus, dated 02/18/2003, HEADLINE: Watchlist resurrects '50s fears; critics say FBI information in many ways is worse than Mc Carthy's hunt for communists, by Sean Holstege.
In this article Justin Raimondo states "They can't keep this stuff secret. Nothing is secret anymore." This article also appeared in the Daily Review, the Oakland Tribune and the Tri-Valley Herald on 02/18/2003.

San Francisco Weekly, dated 12/10/2003, HEADLINE: Intrepid AntiWarriors of the Libertarian Right Stake Their Rightful Claim to Power: Looking into the endearing obsession known as antiwar.com, written by Lessley Anderson. This article describes the opinions of Justin Raimondo and Eric Garris.

There are numerous websites that comment on the postings found on www.antiwar.com. Many individuals harshly criticize Eric Garris and Justin Raimondo for their views. Three postings were selected to be included in this assessment.

On the Pravada website was posted an article by Justin Raimondo, "Did Al Qaeda shoot recently released footage of 9/11 WTC attack or was it someone else?"

On www.jdi-ny.org, a harsh criticism of www.anti.com was posted that included photographs of Eric Garris and Justin Raimondo.

On www.chroniclesmagazine.org, an article by Justin Raimondo, "Chronicles Intelligence Assessment - The Terror Enigma: Israel and the September 11 Connection," outlined the activities of the Mossad. It also included information obtained from a story in the Bergen Record dated 09/12/2002 regarding a group of Israelis detained by FBI, Newark, for possible involvement in the events of 9/11. (An active investigation was conducted on the five Israeli Nationals. For a detailed report of this investigation)

(ANALYST COMMENTS: The rights of individuals to post information and to express personal views on the Internet should be honored and protected; however, some material that is circulated on the Internet can compromise current active FBI investigations. The discovery of two detailed Excel spreadsheets posted on www.antiwar.com may not be significant by itself since distribution of the information on such lists are wide spread. Many agencies outside of law enforcement have been utilizing this information to screen their employees. Still, it is unclear whether www.antiwar.com may only be posting research material compiled from multiple sources or if there is material posted that is singular in nature and not suitable for public release. There
are several unanswered questions regarding www.antiwar.com. It describes itself as a non-profit group that survives on generous contributions from its readers. Who are these contributors and what are the funds utilized for? Due to the lack of background information available on Justin Raimondo, it is possible that this name is only a pseudonym used on www.antiwar.com. If this is so, then what is his true name? Two facts have been established by this assessment. Many individuals worldwide do view this website including individuals who are currently under investigation and Eric Garris has shown intent to disrupt FBI operations by hacking the FBI website.)
To: Counterterrorism From: Newark
Re: 315B-NK-C86934, 04/30/2004

Set Lead 1: (Discretionary)

COUNTERTERRORISM

WASHINGTON, DC

It is recommended that ECAU further monitor the postings on website www.antiwar.com.

Set Lead 2: (Action)

SAN FRANCISCO

It is recommended that a PI be opened to determine if Eric Anthony Garris and/or Justin Raimondo are engaging in, or have engaged in, activities which constitute a threat to National Security on behalf of a foreign power.

Set Lead 3: (Info)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

Read and clear.

††
SHOCK VIDEO: WHO SHOT NEW 9/11 TAPES?

Did Al Qaeda shoot recently released footage of 9/11 WTC attack or was it someone else?

by Justin Raimondo

I shivered, a little, as I watched Lisa Meyers' report on NBC the other night:


"New and threatening messages have been received from Al Qaeda. There's a videotape aimed at American and Saudi Arabian rulers and another that includes what appears to be well-produced footage of the 9/11 attacks raising still other questions."

This new 9/11 footage sure does raise a lot of other questions, first and foremost: who shot the video? It was posted on what is described as "a known Al-Qaeda website" last Wednesday, although it was taken down after a few days. Aside from the usual militaristic gymnastics by jihadi commandos, Meyers reports:

"The tape also contains what U.S. counterterror experts say may be never-before-broadcast video of the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks on New York's World Trade Center shot from across the East River in Brooklyn. The FBI says it is familiar with the video, which was provided by a friendly bystander. But that raises the question: how did a tape that was not widely circulated end up on a known Al Qaeda site?"

It's sinister to contemplate. Video believed to have been in U.S. government hands somehow pops up on a website alleged to be an Al Qaeda mouthpiece, and U.S. government officials hold it up as a reason to cower in fear before the threat of another major terrorist attack on American soil. Meanwhile, the President aver's that Iraq is the central arena in his "war on terrorism," and his supporters claim that we're battling them in the streets of Baghdad so we don't have to fight them in the streets of Boise or whatever alliterative cliche first comes to mind.

http://www.weeklystandard.com/Conte...03/425kolb.asp
unflinching steadiness of the camera's eye as it recorded the terror of that moment. But instead of inventing additional elements and players, it's always best to stick with what we already know. So who else just happened to be videotaping the World Trade Center attack that day?

Hours after the terrorists struck, five people were arrested in New Jersey as they taped the WTC from their vantage point across the Hudson River in New Jersey. A witness identified only as "Maria" by ABC News said she saw:

http://www.haaretzdaily.com/hasen/p...sID=0&listSrc=Y
http://abcnews.go.com/sections/2020...van_020621.html

"Three young men kneeling on the roof of a white van in the parking lot of her apartment building. 'They seemed to be taking a movie,' Maria said. The men were taking video or photos of themselves with the World Trade Center burning in the background, she said.

"What struck Maria were the expressions on the men's faces. 'They were like happy, you know - They didn't look shocked to me. I thought it was very strange,' she said."

Even stranger it turned out the five were Israelis. When law enforcement swooped down on this crew, they found them in possession of $4,700 in cash, box cutters, and multiple foreign passports. Police dogs reacted as if the presence of explosives was indicated, and, as the Bergen County Record reported:

http://www.forward.com/issues/2002/02.03.15/news2.html

"Sources close to the investigation said they found other evidence linking the men to the bombing plot. 'There are maps of the city in the car with certain places highlighted,' the source said. 'It looked like they're hooked in with this. It looked like they knew what was going to happen when they were at Liberty State Park.'"

These guys were held for three months, much of the time in solitary confinement, and extensively interrogated. One refused to take a lie detector test for weeks, and then failed it. All five had been in the employ of Urban Moving Systems, of Weehawken, New Jersey, the company name on their van's registration.

Police raided the Urban Moving Systems warehouse 48 hours later, and carted away a lot of computer hard drives and other materials. The owner, one Dominik Suter, fled to Israel the next day. A few months later, Suter's name turned up on a list of terrorist suspects circulated by the FBI to European financial institutions.

http://www.antiwar.com/justin/CI-08-02.pdf

The apprehended Israelis claimed that they were merely photographers equipment and whatever film they had taken.
new film shows the World Trade Center burning from the Brooklyn side of the East River, while the Urban Movers were filming from the vantage point of Liberty State Park, across the Hudson River in New Jersey. But whomever had foreknowledge of the attack on the World Trade Center could have taken that film and Al Qaeda operatives are not the only possible suspects.

I have written at length about the five arrested Israelis in my new book, The Terror Enigma: 9/11 and the Israeli Connection, and I commend the attention of my readers to this modest little volume if they want to know more. I bring this up, not merely to plug my book, but to point out that we can't begin to understand the strange expropriation of this previously unknown footage outside the context provided by The Terror Enigma.

As I prove in my book, Al Qaeda did not carry out its plans for a major terrorist attack entirely undetected. The Israelis were hot on the trail of the 9/11 hijackers, and must have had some foreknowledge of what happened that fateful day.

Did they shoot the footage we are just now seeing, or was an Al Qaeda film team at the ready the moment the twin towers were hit? Readers of The Terror Enigma will understand how and why the former scenario is just as likely the latter.

As to how, in that case, the video passed into the hands of Al Qaeda's propagandists it wouldn't be the first time the fruits of Israeli spying operations in the U.S. fell into the hands of America's enemies.

In any case, how this new 9/11 footage, previously known only to the FBI and a "friendly bystander," wound up in Al Qaeda's possession or in the hands of a website claiming to represent them is a mystery that the U.S. government seems quite uninterested in unraveling.

NOTES IN THE MARGIN

The U.S. is now completely enclosing Iraqi villages in barbed wire. A more appropriate metaphor for the occupation of Iraq couldn't be created by any novelist. Like the Israelis, the American occupiers are requiring an internal passport of all travelers coming into and going out of these villages. And, speaking of Israel, we are now doing to the Iraqis what Ariel Sharon and his ultra-rightist Likud party bloc have been dishing out to the Palestinians: arresting and detaining the relatives of "suspected guerrillas."

The U.S. is now completely enclosing Iraqi villages in barbed wire. A more appropriate metaphor for the occupation of Iraq couldn't be created by any novelist. Like the Israelis, the American occupiers are requiring an internal passport of all travelers coming into and going out of these villages. And, speaking of Israel, we are now doing to the Iraqis what Ariel Sharon and his ultra-rightist Likud party bloc have been dishing out to the Palestinians: arresting and detaining the relatives of "suspected guerrillas."

http://www.nytimes.com/2003/12/07/i...&partner=GOOGLE
http://www.amnesty.nl/persberichten/NK-P80090.shtml
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"hearts and minds." The point is that it isn't meant to: turning Iraq's villages into concentration camps is designed to humiliate, demean, and ultimately subjugate a proud people who refuse to be conquered. That's the real face of the American "liberation" v flat out ugly.

Justin Raimondo

Find this article at:
http://www.antiwar.com/justin/j120803.html

Main English News site URL:
Main Discussion Forum URL:

JohnathanRGalt
Coalition Forces Member

Report this post to a moderator | IP: Logged

Bzzzzzt. Error in story.

Compare this statement:

"The tape also contains what U.S. counterterror experts say may be never-before-broadcast video of the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks on New York's World Trade Center shot from across the East River in Brooklyn.

With this statement:

"Hours after the terrorists struck, five people were arrested in New Jersey as they taped the WTC from their vantage point across the Hudson River in New Jersey".

We need to understand basic geography. Study a map of New York.

Brooklyn is to the EAST of Manhatten.

New Jersey is to the WEST of Manhatten.

Justin Raimondo is to the SOUTH of the planet Uranus.
And I've been spreading this word around but no one seems to listen. That video wasn't never before broadcast stuff. The professional quality angle has been seen before. I own a copy of it. Why, you ask. Because it's on a dvd....put out by PBS of a Nova special.
This one in fact:

http://images.amazon.com/images/P/B00006ADG4.01.LZZZZZZZ.c.jpg

It's from the first ten seconds of the damned program! NBC and CNN and the FBI can't get it right!

Yes, it must be a conspiracy! PBS is funded by the US Government via grants!

All this means is that Al Queda has access to Best Buy! Dear god someone stop this garbage!

They also have access to Circuit City, too.

It's my understanding that this "new" film was taken in Brooklyn. Why they would also mention A TOTALLY SEPARATE ACCOUNT that occurred in New Jersey, is puzzling, but the have NOTHING TO DO WITH EACH OTHER.

So, what do they say is the reason it fell???
http://intellinet.org/media/

Anyone with a video camera in West Brooklyn, East NJ, or South Manhattan would have started recording that event once the news of the first plane hitting the tower became public knowledge.

Justin Raimondo is hawking his book "The Terror Enigma: 9/11 and the Israeli Connection". As to the reason why antiwar.com ignores all evidence to the contrary while truth and reality take a back seat -- anti-semitism is an ugly thing.

-------

It's from the first ten seconds of the damned program! NBC and CNN and the FBI can't get it right!

-------

Neither can the AntiWar.com

So, what do they say is the reason it fell???

Supports couldn't take the strain as the columns were damaged. The dvd itself is more if you want to know the physical aspects as to why they collapsed more than the social/political.

Last edited by NickShow on 12-10-2003 at 02:34 AM

Finally the info get somewhere that is read often:

Justin Raimondo explores the Israelis' connection to 9/11

From the August 2003 issue of Chronicles:

CHRONICLES INTELLIGENCE ASSESSMENT

The Terror Enigma: Israel and the September 11 Connection

by Justin Raimondo

"Remember 9/11!" is the rallying cry of the War Party; what we are remembering, however, is a half-truth. It is time to draw the curtain on the largely ignored prehistory of September 11. Although Bush-administration officials deny that they had even a hint of what was to come; government agencies were literally awash with warnings from the intelligence services of other nations—including the British, the French, the Germans, the Russians, the Argentines, the Israelis, the Egyptians, the Moroccans, and the Jordanians.

The Israelis had warned us in August 2001, when they sent a delegation to Washington, handed over a list of 19 individuals in the United States whom they believed to be planning terrorist activities, and issued a nonspecific warning that a major terrorist attack was afoot. Yet there are indications that the Mossad knew about Muhammad Atta and his gang long before they let U.S. law enforcement in on the secret.

In the months before September 11, the Mossad had launched a major covert operation in the United States, involving hundreds of agents who not only kept a close watch on the terrorists but may have effectively blinded U.S. antiterrorism investigators to the activities of Al Qaeda in the United States. The evidence can be found in the U.S. government's own documents, leaked by its own employees, and in its public pronouncements before the decision was made to quash this story at any cost.

In March 2001, the National Counterintelligence Center—whose mandate empowers it to identify and assess possible threats to U.S. national security—posted the following warning on its website:

In the past six weeks, employees in federal office buildings located throughout the United States have reported suspicious activities connected with individuals representing themselves as foreign students selling or delivering artwork. Employees have observed both males and females attempting to bypass facility security and enter federal buildings. If challenged, the individuals state that they are delivering artwork from a studio in Miami, Florida, called Universal Art, Inc., or that they are art students and are looking for opinions regarding their work. These individuals have been described as aggressive. They attempt to engage employees in conversation rather than giving a sales pitch.

The NCIC warned that "these individuals have also gone to the private residences of senior federal officials under the guise of selling art." How they discovered the home addresses of these senior officials, the NCIC did not say. At that point, two of the "students" had been arrested for immigration violations: The suspects possessed counterfeit immigration papers and identification. Later, many more would be picked up—nearly 200—and summarily deported to their country of origin: Israel.

The NCIC alert was the earliest premonition, some six months before the event, of September 11. It was the first known instance—and possibly the last—in which the "antiterrorism" apparatus set up by the U.S. government actually worked, to some extent. The NCIC ended its warning with what turned out to be an accurate assessment of the threat:
Justin Raimondo explores the Israelis' connection to 9/11 http://www.chroniclemagazine.org/Chronicles/August...

money-making goal while the second, perhaps a non-Israeli group, may have ties to a Middle Eastern Islamic fundamentalist group. Federal employees observing any activity similar to that described above should report their observations to appropriate security officials.

And report they did. Indeed, so many accounts of Israeli "art student" sightings poured in, from such a wide variety of federal agencies, that they were compiled in a secret government dossier. Their mode of operation was always the same: They would enter a U.S. federal facility, even some that were unmarked, and make their pitch, aggressively seeking entry through back doors and generally acting as if they were casing the joint. Since the nation's frontline fighters in the "War on Drugs" had, for some reason, attracted the particular attention of these "art students," this document, which only came to light after September 11, seems to have been compiled and written up by the internal security unit of the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA), in cooperation with the Immigration and Naturalization Service, sometime in summer 2001. (See "Suspicious Activities Involving Israeli Art Students.")

The incidents had occurred "since at least the beginning of 2000" and increased in November: After April 2001, "the number of reported incidents . . . declined[,] however, the geographic spread of the incidents" was extended "to Wisconsin, Oklahoma, and Los Angeles." In addition to visiting DEA offices, these "art students" also descended on a number of other law-enforcement and Department of Defense facilities across the continental United States. The majority of recorded incidents, however, seem to have occurred in the southern half of the country, with the epicenter of activity located in southern Florida. Investigators associated with the DEA's Office of Security Programs apparently became convinced that, as the report put it:

"The nature of the individuals' conduct, combined with intelligence information and historical information regarding past incidents involving Israeli Organized Crime, leads us to believe the incidents may well be an organized intelligence gathering activity."

These were no ordinary Israeli "tourists," as they claimed when confronted. While all Israelis must serve some time in the military, an unusually high proportion of these "students" were deployed in elite units. The DEA report lists name, rank, and serial number: Itay Simon, Marina Glickman, and Diki Borenstein are all described as former members of Israeli military intelligence. Zeev Miller is identified as a "combat engineer," and Ofir Navron is a "bomb disposal expert." Aran Ofek, the son of a two-star Israeli general, was apprehended in Dallas. Taken together, their credentials are impressive: "intelligence officer," "electronic intercept operator," "special forces," "demolition/explosive ordnance expert."

A group of Israelis was picked up by the FBI after being spotted in Liberty State Park in Jersey City, New Jersey, laughing and high-fiving one another as the World Trade Center burned on the other side of the river. A story by Paulo Lima in the Bergen, New Jersey, Record (September 12, 2002) describes how five men—"Israeli tourists"—were picked up eight hours after the WTC attack, "carrying maps linking them to the blasts":

[S]ources close to the investigation said they found other evidence linking the men to the bombing plot.

There are maps of the city in the car with certain places highlighted," the source said. "It looked like they're hooked in with this. It looked like they knew what was going to happen when they were at Liberty State Park."
Vehicle possibly related to New York terrorist attack. White, 2000 Chevrolet van with New Jersey registration with "Urban Moving Systems" sign on back seen at Liberty State Park, Jersey City, NJ, at the time of first impact of jetliner into World Trade Center. Three individuals with van were seen celebrating after initial impact and subsequent explosion. FBI Newark Field Office requests that, if the van is located, hold for prints and detain individuals.

These reports attracted little if any notice. Not long after, however, the whole operation began to surface in major media. On November 23, 2001, the Washington Post ran a story by John Mintz detailing how, along with the 1,000 or so Muslim Middle Easterners jailed in the Ashcroft sweep, 60 Israelis had been picked up and held, not just for routine visa violations, but in connection with the September 11 investigation. The Post's subhead read: "Government calls Several Cases 'of Special Interest,' Meaning Related to Post-Attacks Investigation."

According to Mintz's account, INS officials in Cleveland and St. Louis testified in court that these Israelis were "of special interest to the government"—putting them in the same category as hundreds of mostly Arab men rounded up by the feds since the attacks.

Over the next eight or nine months, the rest of the story would come out, though it would be obscured by denials and submerged by an oddly indifferent media. "It is rather strange," remarked Jane's Defense Intelligence Digest (March 13, 2002), "that the US media seems to be ignoring what may well be the most explosive story since the 11 September attacks—the alleged break-up of a major Israeli espionage operation in the USA." (The Post's story blandly assured readers that the Israeli detainees were "observing a time-honored tradition in their country—touring the world after their mandatory service in the Israeli military," although Mintz did note that "a number of them had served in counterterrorist units in Israel.")

On December 11, 2001, Fox News ran the first in a series of investigative reports that blew the whistle on a vast Israeli spy network operating on American soil—and openly posed the question of whether the Israelis had foreknowledge of September 11. According to Jane's, what is striking about Fox News reporter Carl Cameron's portrait of Israeli's spy network in the U.S. is the sheer vastness of his subject. The broad scope of the operation, with its many fronts and activities conducted from coast to coast, had all the aspects of a major military campaign. In the months leading up to 9/11, Cameron claimed, Israel was waging a covert war against its principal ally and benefactor, the United States.

Over four nights, Cameron reported the myriad details of Israel's far-flung underground army in the United States. He noted that some of the 60 detainees arrested in the wake of September 11 were active Israeli military officers. Some had failed polygraph tests when they were asked about "surveillance activities against and in the United States."

Cameron showed how the Mossad had thoroughly penetrated top-secret communications systems. He cited veteran law-enforcement agents afraid for their jobs if they questioned Israel's role. What really caught the attention of viewers, however, was the following statement from his first broadcast:

There is no indication that the Israelis were involved in the 9-11 attacks, but investigators suspect that the Israelis may have gathered intelligence about the attacks in advance, and not shared it. A highly placed investigator said there are—quote—"tie-ins." But when asked for details, he flatly refused to describe them, saying—quote—"evidence linking these Israelis to 9-11 is classified. I cannot tell you about evidence that has been gathered. It's classified information."
In the first part of his report, Cameron focuses on a single aspect of a multilayered Israeli intelligence operation that became increasingly visible in the months preceding September 11:

Numerous classified documents obtained by Fox News indicate that even prior to September 11, as many as 140 other Israelis had been detained or arrested in a secretive and sprawling investigation into suspected espionage by Israelis in the United States. Investigators from numerous government agencies are part of a working group that's been compiling evidence since the mid-90s. These documents detail hundreds of incidents in cities and towns across the country that investigators say—quote—"may well be an organized intelligence gathering activity."

These documents included a 60-page report compiled by a number of federal agencies. In the gray, matter-of-fact bureaucratese so typical of a government document, the "Israel Art Student Papers"—leaked some months later—confirmed Cameron's contention that a nationwide underground apparatus of Israeli agents, centered in Florida and Texas, carried out extensive operations in the months leading up to September 11. Their targets included the DEA; the INS; the Federal Protective Service; the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms; the Federal Bureau of Investigation; a host of state and federal courthouses and other buildings; and military bases.

The leaked document describes in excruciating detail the doggedly persistent efforts of Israelis claiming to be "art students" to get into the offices and even the homes of federal law-enforcement agents and government officials.

A March 5, 2002, article in Le Monde by Sylvain Cypel was more specific: "More than a third of these 'students' claimed residence in Florida," and "at least five were intercepted in Hollywood [Florida], and two in Fort Lauderdale." Cypel points out the proximity of the two cities and reminds us that "at least 10 of the 19 terrorists of 9/11 were residing in Florida." Hollywood, a town of some 25,000 souls, north of Miami, was a major nexus of Israel's spy network and the Muslim terrorist cell responsible for September 11:

Four of the five members of the group that diverted American Airlines flight number 11—Mohammed Atta, Abdulaziz Al-Omari, Waild and Wali Al-Shehri, as well as one of the five terrorists of United flight 175, Marwan Al-Shehhi—resided all at various times in . . . Hollywood, Florida. As for Ahmed Fayez, Ahmed and Hamza Al-Ghamdi and Muzhoud Al-Shehri, who took over United flight 75, like Said Al-Ghamdi, Ahmed Al-Haznawi and Ahmed Al-Nami, of United flight 93 which crashed September 11 in Pennsylvania, and Nawaq Al-Hamzi, of AA flight 77 (crashed into the Pentagon), they all at one time resided at Delray Beach, in the north of Fort Lauderdale.

The most logical assumption is that the Israelis were engaged in a large-scale intelligence-gathering operation on Islamic terrorist cells in the United States.

Another important piece of the puzzle is found in an October 14, 2002, article by Oliver Schröm in the German weekly Die Zeit. Schröm writes:

Not until after the attacks of September 11 did the consequences of the spy ring become clear. Apparently the agents were not interested in military or industrial facilities, but were shadowing a number of suspects, who were later involved in the terrorist attacks against the U.S. According to a report of the French intelligence
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Florida from December 2000 to April 2001 in direct proximity to the Israeli spy cells.”

The Mossad was particularly interested in Muhammad Atta, the terrorist leader, and Marwan al-Shehi, who lived in Hollywood, Florida. Die Zeit reports that the Mossad was watching the terrorist leader and his chief accomplices very closely:

Everything indicates that the terrorists were constantly observed by the Israelis. The chief Israeli agent was staying right near the post office where the terrorists had a mailbox. The Mossad also had its sights on Atta’s accomplice Khalid al-Midhar, with whom the CIA was also familiar, but allowed to run free.

The title of the Die Zeit piece—“Next Door to Mohammed Atta”—may be a bit of an overstatement, however. As Schrom writes:

[Muhammad Atta and Marwan al-Shehi] lived in Hamburg before they settled in Hollywood, Florida[,] in order to plan the attacks. A Mossad team was also operating in the same town. The leader, Hanan Serfaty, had rented several dwellings. “One of Serfaty’s apartments was located on the corner of 701st St. and 21st Ave. [sic] in Hollywood, right near the apartment of Atta and al-Shehi,” French intelligence reported later.

There is just one problem: There is no 701st Street and 21st Avenue in Hollywood, Florida. Serfaty’s rental was at 701 South 21st Street, about a half-mile from Atta’s 1818 Jackson Street address. Serfaty rented several apartments in the area, however, and one could easily have been “next door to Mohammed Atta” and his confederates, who moved around quite a bit. In addition, the geographical congruity of the Israeli “art students” and the hijacking conspirators was not limited to South Florida, as John Sugg has pointed out in a March 20, 2002, piece for the Weekly Planet:

Many of the apparent operatives had set up shop at addresses only stones’ throws from Arabs in San Diego, Little Rock, Irving, Texas, and in South Florida. The Planet also has obtained a watch list of mostly Arabs under scrutiny by the U.S. government. The addresses of many correspond to the specific areas where the Israelis established bases.

While the Israelis were closely observing Atta and his friends, they did not inform the U.S. government what they were up to until August 2001: Der Spiegel reported (October 1, 2002) that they handed over a list of 19 terrorist suspects, with at least four of the hijackers on it, “a few weeks before” September 11, but the federal government says that the warning was for attacks “outside the United States.”

The warning was nonspecific, indicating only that these were potential terrorists. And there are other discrepancies that cloud the picture of Israeli cooperation in this matter. If the Israelis had decided in August to come clean with the information they had, why were federal agents still arresting and detaining our “partners” in the “War on Terrorism” in late November and early December?
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Antiwar.com, 408-733-4350. [http://antiwar.com/who/php] the website states it is devoted to the cause of non-interventionism and is read by libertarians, pacifists, leftists, "greens" and independents alike who agree with our opposition to imperialism." Antiwar.com is a project of Randolph Bourne Institute. [http://randolphpborne.org] Randolph Bourne Institute was founded in 2001 but states the Antiwar.com website is in its 7th year. The website states the areas of concern to Randolph Bourne Institute are Iraq, Iran, India/Pakistan, Israel/Palestine, the Balkans, Macedonia, China, and South Asia.
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Re Los Angeles letter and letterhead memorandum (LHM) to the Bureau, 8/29/72, Los Angeles teletype to the Bureau, 9/5/72, and Bureau airtel to Los Angeles, 9/11/72.

Enclosed for the Bureau are nine copies, to which two copies of an FD-376 are stapled for dissemination to the Secret Service, Washington, D.C.; for the Baltimore Division are four copies; for the Alexandria Division and Washington Field Office are two copies each for information of an LHM bearing the above date and caption.
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4. Washington Field (Encl 2) (Info) (RM)
5. Los Angeles
activists refusing to conform and obey. With some exception the only word of our trial has gone out through the underground press and other activist publications.

"As said, we must dedicate ourselves for the word and works of this trial must be spread, if we don't, no one will.

"This tribunal will be headed by five judges representing a great variety of activist thought. This will, in fact, be the first action of the historical coalition being formed today. They will hear first the prosecution and then the defense. As the men indicted have not seen fit to appear before this body or send their lawyers, the court has appointed counsel for the defense."

At this point, all of the 14 names were read and a sign with each of their names was on an empty chair with its back to the audience. The master of ceremonies continued "all of the five judges presiding at this trial are under the age of 30. They represent America's youth for it is America's youth who have suffered most in this horrible war and it is for these 62,000 dead we seek final justice. More important, we seek peace for the youth of the future who are, after all, our only real hope".

The five judges, attired in black robes, were then introduced as the audience rose. They were Center for New Corporate Priorities; The National Educator; Eric Garris, Peace and Freedom Party candidate for the 61st District; Christian Youth Army; and of Youth Action.

For the prosecution, the first witness was who claimed that she represented the housewives
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Eric Garris wrote:

>Tou: egarris@antiwar.com
> Bcc: 
> Subject: YOUR SITE IS GOING DOWN
> Date: Wed, 12 Sep 2001 14:54:15 +0000
>
> Be warned assholes, ill be posting your site address to all the hack
> boards tonite, telling
> them about the little article at the moscowtimes and all.
> 
> >YOUR SITE IS HISTORY
> 
> >Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
> 
>